
adj = adjective 
pv = phrasal verb 

UNITl 

adv = adverb n = noun 
prep = preposition phr = phrase 

attractive /a'trrektrv/ adj BEAUTIFUL beautiful or 
pleasant to look at 

bald /b::>:ld/ adj with little or no hair on the head 

careful /'keafal/ adj giving a lot of attention to what you 
are doing so that you do not have an accident, make a 
mistake, or damage something 

careless /'kealas/ adj not giving enough attention to what 
you are doing 

cheerful /'tfrafal/ adj HAPPY happy and positive 

confident /'konfrdant/ adj ABILITY certain about your 
ability to do things well 

curly /'kJ:Ii/ adj shaped like a curl, or with many curls 

dark /da:k/ adj NOT PALE nearer to black than white in 
colour 

fair /fea/ adj HAIR/SKIN having pale skin or a light 
colour of hair 

friendly /'frendli/ adj behaving in a pleasant, kind way 
towards someone 

funny /'f11ni/ adj MAKING YOU LAUGH making you smile 
or laugh 

good-looking /gud'lukriJ/ adj If someone is good
looking, they have an attractive face. 

(be) in your twenties /rn j::>: 'twentiz/ phr to be aged 
between 20 and 29 

miserable /'mrzarabl/ adj UNHAPPY sad 

polite /pa'lart/ adj behaving in a way that is not rude and 
shows that you do not only think about yourself 

rude /ru:d/ adj NOT POLITE behaving in a way which is 
not polite and upsets other people 

serious /'srarias/ adj PERSON A serious person does 
not laugh often. 

shy /far/ adj not confident, especially about meeting or 
talking to new people 

straight /strert/ adj HAIR not curly 

teenage /'ti:nerd3/ adj aged between 13 and 19 years 
old 

unfriendly I 11n'frendli/ adj not friendly 

v= verb 

UNIT2 
badly-dressed /bredli'drest/ adj wearing clothes that are 
not attractive or are of poor quality 

boot /bu:t/ n SHOE a strong shoe that covers your foot 
and part of your leg 

brand new /brrend nju:/ adj completely new 

cap /krep/ n a hat with a curved part at the front 

casual /'kre3jual/ adj CLOTHES Casual clothes are 
comfortable but not smart and not suitable for formal 
occasions. 

comfortable /'k11mftabl/ adj CLOTHES describes 
clothes, shoes, etc. that provide a pleasant feeling and 
that do not give you any pain 

fashionable /'freJanabl/ adj popular at a particular time 

hard /ha:d/ adv USING EFFORT with a lot of physical or 
mental effort 

jacket /'d3rekrt/ n a short coat 

jumper /'d311mpa/ n a piece of clothing usually made of 
wool which covers the top of your body and is pulled on 
overyourhead 

loose /lu:s/ adj NOT TIGHT not fitting closely to the body 

narrow /'nrerau/ adj SMALL WIDTH having a small 
distance from one side to the other, especially in 
comparison with the length 

necklace /'neklas/ n a piece of jewellery that you wear 
around your neck 

pocket /'pokrt/ n IN CLOTHING a small bag for carrying 
things in, which forms part of a piece of clothing 

raincoat /'rerl)kaut/ n a coat that you wear when it is 
raining 

sandal /'srendal/ n a light shoe with straps that you wear 
in warm weather 

second-hand /sekand'hrend/ adj If something is second
hand, someone else owned or used it before you. 

smart /sma:t/ adj STYLISH having a clean, tidy and 
stylish appearance 

suit /su:t/ n a jacket and trousers or a jacket and skirt 
that are made from the same material 

sunglasses /'SIII)gla:srz/ n dark glasses that you wear to 
protect your eyes from the sun 

sweatshirt /'swetJ3:t/ n a piece of clothing made of soft 
cotton which covers the top of your body and is pulled on 
over your head 

tie /tar/ n CLOTHES a long, thin piece of cloth that a 
man wears around his neck with a shirt 

tight /tart/ adj CLOTHES fitting your body very closely 



tights /tarts/ n pi a piece of women's clothing made of 
very thin material that covers the legs and bottom 

top /top/ n CLOTHES a piece of light clothing worn on 
the upper part of the body 

tracksuit /'trreksu:t/ n loose, comfortable trousers and a 
top, especially worn for exercising 

trainer /'trema/ n SHOE a type of light comfortable shoe 
that is suitable for playing sport 

uncomfortable I An'kAmftabl/ adj NOT COMFORTABLE 
not feeling comfortable and pleasant, or not making you 
feel comfortable and pleasant 

unfashionable I An'freJanabl/ adj not fashionable or 
popular at a particular time 

well-dressed /wel'drest/ adj wearing clothes that are 
attractive, good-quality clothes 

wide /ward/ adj DISTANCE having a large distance from 
one side to the other 

UNIT 3 
be born /bi: bJ:n/ v When a person or animal is born, 
they come out of their mother's body and start to exist. 

have children /hrev 'tfrldran/ n to give birth to children 

get a degree /get a dr'gri:/ phr QUALIFICATION get a 
qualification given for completing a university course 

get a driving licence /get a 'draiVHJ larsants/ phr get a 
document which gives official permission to drive a car, 
received after passing a driving test 

get a job /get a d3ob/ phr to find regular work in order to 
earn money 

get married /get 'mrerid/ v to begin a legal relationship 
with someone as their husband or wife 

go to university /gau ta ju:m'v3:srti/ phr to go regularly 
to a place where students study at a high level to get a 
degree 

leave home /li:v haum/ phr to stop living with your 
parents 

leave school /li:v sku:l/ phr to stop going to school for 
ever 

start school /sta:t sku: I/ phr to begin going to school 

UNIT4 
athletics /re9'1etrks/ n the sports which include running, 
jumping and throwing 

boxing /'bokSIIJ/ n a sport in which two competitors fight 
by hitting each other with their hands 

climbing /'klarmiiJ/ n the sport of climbing mountains, 
hills or rocks 

coach /kautf/ n VEHICLE a comfortable bus used to 
take groups of people on journeys 

coach /kautf/ n PERSON someone whose job is to 
teach people to improve at a sport, skill, or school subject 

cycling /'smkiiiJ/ n the sport or activity of riding a bicycle 

"Vocabulary list 
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fit /fit/ adj healthy and strong, especially as a result of 
exercise 

fit /frt/ v CORRECT SIZE to be the right size or shape 
for someone or something 

gymnastics /d3rm'nrestrks/ n a sport in which you do 
physical exercises on the floor and on different pieces of 
equipment, often in competitions 

ice hockey /'ars hoki/ n a sport played on ice in which 
two teams try to hit a small hard object into a goal using 
long curved sticks 

ice skating /'ars skertii)/ n the activity or sport of moving 
across ice using ice skates 

jogging /'d3ogrl)/ n running slowly for exercise 

match /mretf/ v BE THE SAME If two things match, they 
are the same colour or type. 

match /mretf/ n COMPETITION a sports competition in 
which two people or teams compete against each other 

point /pJmt/ v SHOW to show where someone or 
something is by holding your finger or a thin object 
towards it 

point /pJmt/ n SPORT a unit used for showing who is 
winning in a game or competition 

rugby /'rAgbi/ n a sport played by two teams with an oval 
ball and H-shaped goals 

squash /skwof/ n a sport in which two people hit a small 
rubber ball against the four walls of a room 

surfing /'s3:fiiJ/ n the sport of riding on a wave on a 
special board 

swimming /'swrmiiJ/ n the activity of moving through 
water by moving your body 

table tennis /'terbl tems/ n a sport in which two or four 
people hit a small ball over a low net on a large table 

tennis /'tems/ n a sport in which two or four people hit a 
small ball to each other over a net 

trainer /'trema/ n SHOE a type of light comfortable shoe 
that is suitable for playing sport 

trainer /'trema/ n PERSON a person who teaches skills 
to people or animals and prepares them for a job, activity 
or sport 

volleyball /'volibJ:I/ n a sport in which two teams use 
their hands to hit a ball over a net without allowing it to 
touch the ground 

windsurfing /'wmds3:fii)/ n a sport in which you sail 
across water by standing on a board and holding onto a 
large sail 

UNIT 5 
catch /kretf/ v TAKE HOLD to take hold of something, 
especially something which is moving through the air 

clap /klrep/ v to hit your hands together, often repeatedly, 
especially in order to show you enjoyed a performance 



drop /drop/ v FALL to fall or to allow something to fall 

fight /fait/ v USE FORCE to use physical force to try to 
defeat another person or group of people 

hit /hit/ v WITH HAND/OBJECT to touch someone or 
something quickly and with force using your hand or an 
object in your hand 

hold /hauld/ v IN HAND to have something in your hand 
or arms 

make a face /meik a feis/ phr to make a strange or silly 
expression with your face or to show with your face that 
you do not like someone or something 

point /p::nnt/ v SHOW to show where someone or 
something is by holding your finger or a thin object 
towards it 

shake hands /Jeik h~ndz/ phr to hold someone's hand 
and move it up and down when you meet them for the 
first time, or when you make an agreement with them 

throw /8rau/ v IN AIR to make something move through 
the air by pushing it out of your hand 

wave /weiv/ v HAND to raise your hand and move it from 
side to side in order to attract someone's attention or to 
say hello or goodbye 

UNIT6 
apartment block /a'pa:tmant blok/ n a large building 
containing many apartments 

bin /bm/ n a container for waste 

bridge /bnd3/ n a structure that is built over a river, road, 
railway, etc. to allow people and vehicles to cross from 
one side to the other 

bus stop /'bAs stop/ n a place where a bus stops to allow 
passengers to get on and off 

car park /'ka: pa:k/ n an area of ground for parking cars 

crowd /kraud/ n a large group of people who have come 
together 

department store /di'pa:tmant stJ:/ n a large shop 
divided into several different parts, each of which sells 
different things 

fountain /fauntm/ n a structure that forces water up into 
the air as a decoration 

graffiti /gra'fi:ti/ n words or drawings, especially 
humorous, rude, or political, on walls, doors, etc. in public 
places 

(the) ground floor /graund fb:/ n the floor of a building 
that is at the same level as the ground outside 

park /pa:k/ n a large area of grass and trees in a city or 
town, where people can walk and enjoy themselves 

pedestrian crossing /pa'destri:an 'kroSIIJ/ n a place 
where people can go across a road 

pollution /pa'lu:Jan/ n damage caused to water, air, etc. 
by harmful substances or waste 

post box /'paust boks/ n a large, metal container in a 
public place where you can post letters 

public transport /pAbiik 'tr~nspJ:t/ n a system of 
vehicles such as buses ans;l trains which operate at 
regular times on fixed routes and are used by the public 

recycling bin /ri:'saikiii) bm/ n a container for paper, 
glass, plastic, etc. that is going to be put through a 
process so that it can be used again 

road sign /'raud sam/ n a notice at the side of a road 
which gives information, directions, a warning, etc. 

rubbish /'rAbiJ/ n WASTE things that you throw away 
because you do not want them 

speed limit /'spi:d limit/ n the fastest speed that a car is 
allowed to travel on a particular road 

street light /'stri:t lait/ n a light in or at the side of a road 
or public area that is usually supported on a tall post 

street market /'stri:t ma:kit/ n SELLING PLACE a place 
outside in the streets of a town or city where people go to 
buy or sell things 

tourist information /'tuanst mfa'meiJan/ n information 
for people who are visiting an area for pleasure or 
interest 

traffic jam /'tr~fik d3~m/ n TRAFFIC a line of cars, 
trucks, etc. that are moving slowly or not moving 

traffic lights /'tr~fik laits/ n a set of red, green and 
yellow lights that is used to stop and start traffic 

UNIT7 
be on your own /bi: on jar aun/ phr to be alone 

be wrong /bi: roiJ/ phr If something is wrong, there is a 
problem. 

do sb a favour /du: a 'feiva/ phr to do something to help 
someone 

fall out /b:l'aut/ pv to argue with someone and stop 
being friendly with them 

get on /get 'on/ pv RELATIONSHIP to have a good 
relationship 

get together /get ta'geoa/ pv to meet in order to do 
something or spend time together 

hang out /h~l) 'aut/ pv to spend a lot of time in a place 
or with someone 

have an argument /h~v an 'a:gju:mant/ phr to have 
an angry discussion with someone in which you both 
disagree 

have some fun /h~v sam fAn/ phr to do something that 
gives you enjoyment or pleasure 

have sth in common /h~v m 'koman/ phr to share 
interests, experiences or other characteristics with 
someone 

It isn't my fault /It Iznt mai folt/ phr I am not 
responsible for what has happened. 

make friends /meik trends/ phr to meet new people and 
begin to know and like them 

,'i 



UNITS 
backpack /'ba:!kpa:!k/ n a bag that you carry on your back 

baggage hall /'ba:!g1d3 h::>:l/ n the place at an airport 
where passengers collect their luggage after their flight 

boarding pass /'b::>:dii) pa:s/ n a card or document that 
a passenger must have in order to be allowed to get on 
an aircraft or ship 

check-in (desk) /'t[ekm/ n the place at an airport where 
you show your ticket so that you can be told where you 
will be sitting 

check in /t[ek 'm/ pv AIRPORT to go to the desk at an 
airport, so that you can be told where you will be sitting 
and so that your bags can be put on the aircraft 

check in !t[ek 'm/ pv HOTEL to say who you are when 
you arrive at a hotel so that you can be given a key for 
your room 

customs /'kAstamz/ n the place where your bags are 
examined when you are going into a country, to make 
sure you are not carrying anything illegal 

departure gate /dl'pa:t[a geit/ n the part of an airport 
where passengers wait and then get on a particular 
aircraft 

get back /get 'ba:!k/ pv to return to a place after you have 
been somewhere else 

go away /gau a'wei/ pv HOLIDAY to leave your home in 
order to spend time in a different place 

passport /'pa:sp::>:t/ n TRAVEL an official document, 
often a small book, that you need to enter or leave a 
country 

passport control /'pa:sp::>:t kan'traul/ n the place at 
an airport, port, or border of a country where an official 
checks your passport 

queue /kju:/ n PEOPLE WAITING a group of people 
standing one behind the other who are waiting for 
something 

security check /si'kjuanti t[ek/ n an examination before 
passengers get on a plane to make sure they are not 
carrying anything that is dangerous 

set off /set 'of/ pv to start a journey 

sign /sam/ n NOTICE a symbol or message in a public 
place which gives information or instructions 

take off /teik 'of/ pv FLY If an aircraft takes off, it leaves 
the ground and begins to fly. 

ticket /'tlk1t/ n a small piece of paper that shows you 
have paid to do something, for example travel on a bus, 
watch a film, etc. 

UNIT9 
bank account /'ba:!l)k akaunt/ n an arrangement with a 
bank to keep your money there and to allow you to take it 
out when you need to 

change !t[emd3/ n MONEY the money which is returned 
to someone who has paid for something which costs less 
than the amount that they gave 

'Vocabulary list 

checkout /'t[ekaut/ n SHOP the place in a shop, 
especially a larg~. food shop, where ybu pay for your 
goods 

give sth away /giv 'awe1/ pv FREE to give something to 
someone without asking for payment 

price /prais/ n COST the amount of money that you have 
to pay to buy something 

receipt /n'si:t/ n PIEC~ OF PAPER a piece of paper that 
proves that you have received goods or money 

save up /se1v 'Ap/ pv MONEY to keep money so that you 
can buy something with it in the future 

special offer /'speJal 'ofa/ phr If goods in a shop are a 
special offer, they are being sold at a lower price than 
usual. 

take sth back /teik 'ba:!k/ pv SOMETHING BOUGHT to 
return something you have bought to a shop 

UNIT 10 
bitter /'bita/ adj TASTE with an unpleasantly sharp taste 

delicious /di'IIJas/ adj having a very pleasant taste or 
smell 

disgusting /dis'gAstii)/ adj extremely unpleasant or 
unacceptable 

fresh /fref/ adj NOT OLD Fresh food has been produced 
or collected recently and has not been frozen, dried, etc. 

frozen /'frauzan/ adj FOOD Frozen food has been made 
so that it will last a long time by freezing. 

horrible /'honbl/ adj very unpleasant or bad 

juicy /'d3u:si/ adj WITH JUICE full of juice 

look (nice/strange, etc.) /luk/ v used to describe the 
appearance of a person or thing 

raw /r::>:/ adj NOT COOKED not cooked 

smell (lovely/horrible, etc.) /smell v to have a particular 
quality that people notice by using their nose 

sour /saua/ adj having a sharp, sometimes unpleasant, 
taste or smell, like a lemon, and not sweet 

spicy /'spaisi/ adj containing strong flavours from spices 

sweet /swi:t/ adj TASTE with a taste like sugar 

taste (good/sweet, etc.) /teist/ v to have a particular 
flavour 

tasty /'teisti/ adj Food which is tasty has a good flavour 
and is nice to eat. 

UNIT 11 
ache /eik/ n a feeling of pain over an area of your body 
which continues for a long time 

ankle /'<l:!l)kl/ n the joint between the foot and the leg, or 
the thin part of the leg just above the foot 

break your arm/leg, etc. /bre1k/ v DAMAGE to damage 
a bone in your arm/leg, etc. 

broken arm/leg, etc. /'braukan/ adj DAMAGED an arm/ 
leg, etc. with a damaged bone 

catch /ka:!t[/ v ILLNESS to get an illness, especially one 
caused by bacteria or a virus 

l 



chin /tfm/ n the bottom part of a person's face, below 
their mouth 

cold /kauld/ n ILLNESS a common illness which makes 
you sneeze and makes your nose produce liquid 

cough /kof/ n when you cough or an illness that makes 
you cough (force air out of your lungs through your throat 
with a short, loud sound) 

cut /kAt/ n INJURY an injury made when the skin is cut 
with something sharp 

cut /kAt/ v INJURE to injure yourself on a sharp object 
which makes you bleed 

earache /'Iareik/ n pain in your ear 

elbow /'elbau/ n the part in the middle of your arm where 
it bends 

feel better /fi:l 'beta/ phr to feel less ill than before 

feel sick /fi:l sik/ phr If you feel sick, you think the food 
or liquid in your stomach is going to come up and out of 
your mouth. 

fever /'fi:va/ n ILLNESS when someone's body 
temperature rises because they are ill 

finger l'fii)ga/ n ON HAND one of the long thin separate 
parts of the hand, including your thumb 

flu /flu:/ n an infectious illness which is like a very bad 
cold, but which causes a fever 

forehead /'fond/ /' b:hed/ n the flat part of the face, 
above the eyes and below the hair 

get (flu, etc.) /get/ v to become ill or develop an illness 

get better /get 'beta/ phr to feel well again 

have /h<£v/ v BE ILL If you have a particular illness, you 
suffer from it. 

headache /'hedeik/ n a pain you feel inside your head 

hurt /hJ:t/ v BE PAINFUL If a part of your body hurts, it 
feels painful. 

hurt /hJ:t/ v CAUSE PAIN to cause pain to someone or 
something 

injure /'md3a/ v to hurt a person, animal or part of your 
body 

knee /ni:/ n the middle part of your leg where it bends 

shoulder /'Jaulda/ n BODY one of the two parts of your 
body where your arms join your neck 

sore /SJ:/ adj PAINFUL painful, especially when touched 

stomach ache /'stAmak eik/ n pain in your stomach 

throat /8raut/ n the front of the neck, or the space inside 
the neck down which food and air can go 

thumb /8Am/ n the short thick finger on the side of your 
hand which makes it possible to hold and pick things up 
easily 

toe /tau/nON FOOT one of the five separate parts at 
the end of your foot 

toothache /'tu:8eik/ n pain in one or more of your teeth 

UNIT 12 
ant /<£nt/ n a small, black or red insect that lives in 
groups on the ground 

bat /b<£t/ n ANIMAL a small animal like a mouse with 
wings that flies at night 

bear /bea/ n a large, strong, wild animal with thick fur 

bee /bi:/ n a yellow and black flying insect which makes 
honey and can sting you 

butterfly /'bAtaflai/ n an insect with large, patterned 
wings 

camel /'ke£mal/ n a large animal that lives in the desert 
and has one or two raised parts on its back 

definitely /'defmatli/ adv without any doubt 

definitely not /'defmatli not/ adv used to emphasise 
that there is no doubt that something is not true or will 
not happen 

dolphin /'dolfin/ n an intelligent animal that lives in the 
sea, breathes air and looks like a large, smooth, grey fish 

donkey /'dol)ki! n an animal like a small horse with long 
ears 

fly /flai/ n a small insect with two wings 

frog /frog/ n a small, green animal with long back legs 
for jumping that lives in or near water 

giraffe /d3I'ra:f/ n a large African animal with a very long 
neck and long legs 

kangaroo /k<£1)ga'ru:/ n a large Australian animal that 
moves by jumping on its back legs 

mosquito /ma'ski:tau/ n a small flying insect that sucks 
your blood, sometimes causing malaria 

parrot /'p<£rat/ n a tropical bird with a curved beak and 
colourful feathers that can be taught to copy what people 
say 

penguin /'pel)gwm/ n a large, black and white sea bird 
that swims and cannot fly 

perhaps /pa'h<£ps/ adv used to show that something is 
possible or that you are not certain about something 

probably /'probabli/ adv used to mean that something is 
very likely 

rat /r<£t/ nan animal that looks like a large mouse and 
has a long tail 

shark /Ja:k/ n a large fish with very sharp teeth 

snake /sneik/ n a long, thin creature with no legs that 
slides along the ground 

tiger /'taiga/ n a large wild cat that has yellow fur with 
black lines on it 

whale /weii/ n a very large sea mammal that breathes 
air through a hole at the top of its head 



UNIT 13 
annoying /a'mnrJ/ adj making you feel a little angry 

confused /kan'fju:zd/ adj NOT UNDERSTAND unable to 
think clearly or to understand something 

confusing /kan'fju:zirJ/ adj difficult to understand 

creative /kri'ertrv/ adj producing or using original and 
unusual ideas 

disappointed /drsa'pJmtrd/ adj unhappy because 
something was not as good as you hoped or expected, or 
because something did not happen 

disappointing /drsa'pJmtrrJ/ adj making you feel 
disappointed 

embarrassed /rm'b<Erast/ adj feeling ashamed or shy 

exhausted /rg'zJ:strd/ adj extremely tired 

helpful /'helpfal/ adj willing to help, or useful 

hopeful /'haupfal/ adj FEELING POSITIVE feeling 
positive about a future event or situation 

lazy /'lerzi/ adj PERSON Someone who is being lazy 
does not want to do any work or use any effort. 

lonely /'launli/ adj PERSON unhappy because you are 
not with other people 

proud /praud/ adj PLEASED feeling very pleased 
about something you have done, something you own, or 
someone you know 

relaxed /n'I<Ekst/ adj PERSON feeling happy and calm 
because nothing is worrying you 

shocking /jokrrJ/ adj making you feel surprised and 
upset 

stressed /strest/ adj worried and not able to relax 

surprised /sa'prarzd/ adj feeling surprise because 
something has happened that you did not expect 

surprising /sa'prarzrrJ/ adj not expected and making 
someone feel surprised 

tiring /'tamrJ/ adj making you feel tired 

UNIT 14 
accept /ak'sept/ v AGREE TO TAKE to agree to take 
something that is offered to you 

action film /'<Ekfan film/ n a film with an exciting story 
and which often has good special effects 

advice /ad'vars/ n suggestions about what you think 
someone should do or how they should do something 

advise /ad'varz/ v to make a suggestion about what 
you think someone should do or how they should do 
something 

animated film /'<Emmertrd film/ n An animated film is 
one in which drawings and models seem to move. 

bookshop /'bukJop/ n a shop where books are sold 

borrow /'borau/ v GET to get or receive something from 
someone with the intention of giving it back after a period 
of time 

chat show /'tf<Et Jau/ n a television or radio programme 
where people are asked questions about themselves 

'Vocabulary list 

comedy /'komadi/ n a film, play, etc. which is funny 

documentary /clokju'mentari/ n a film, television or 
radio programme that gives facts and information about 
a subject 

except /Ik'sept/ prep NOT INCLUDING not including a 
particular fact, thing or person 

historical drama /hr'stonkal'dra:ma/ n a film or play 
about events in the pa~t 

history /'hrstari/ n SUBJECT the study of events in the 
past 

horror film/story /'hora film/ /'hora 'stJ:ri/ n a film or 
story that entertains people by shocking or frightening 
them 

lend /lend/ v GIVE to give something to someone for a 
short period of time, expecting it to be given back 

library /'larbrari/ n a room or building that contains a 
collection of books and other written material that you 
can read or borrow 

loose /lu:s/ adj CLOTHES not fitting closely to the body 

lose /lu:z/ v NOT FIND to not be able to find someone or 
something 

love film/story /IAv film/ n a film or story about two 
people who fall in love 

murder mystery /'mJ:da 'mrstari/ n a film or story about 
detectives trying to find out who killed someone 

notice /'nautrs/ v to see something and be aware of it 

passed /pa:st/ v GIVE past tense of pass, meaning gave 
something to someone by hand 

past /pa:st/ adj UNTIL NOW used to refer to a period of 
time before and until the present 

realise /'nalarz/ v BECOME AWARE to understand a 
situation, sometimes suddenly 

remember (to do sth) /n'memba/ v to not forget to do 
something 

remind /n'mamd/ v to make someone remember 
something, or remember to do something 

science fiction film/story /sarants 'frkJan film/ n a film 
or story about life in the future or in other parts of the 
universe 

sensible /'sensrbl/ adj showing good judgment 

sensitive /'sensrtrv/ adj UPSET easily upset by the 
things people say or do 

soap opera /'saup opara/ n TELEVISION PROGRAMME 
a series of television or radio programmes that continues 
over a long period and is about the lives of a group of 
characters 

story /'stJ:ri/ n a description, either true or imagined, of a 
series of events 

thriller /'8nla/ n a book or film with an exciting story, 
often about crime 

weather /'weoa/ n WIND, RAIN, ETC. the conditions in 
the air above the Earth such as wind, rain or temperature, 
especially at a particular time over a particular area 

whether /'weoa/ conj IF used especially in reporting 
questions and when expressing doubt to mean if 



UNIT 15 
app /<£p/ n abbreviation for application: a computer 
program that is designed for a particular purpose 

delete /d1'1i:t/ v to remove something, especially from a 
computer's memory 

do a search (for) /du: a s3:tf/ phr USE COMPUTER 
to use a computer to find information, especially on the 
Internet 

download /daun'laud/ v to copy computer programs, 
music or other information electronically, especially from 
the Internet or a larger computer 

file /fail/ n COMPUTER information stored on a 
computer as one unit with one name 

install /m'st:>:l/ v COMPUTER to put a computer 
program onto a computer or an app onto a phone so that 
the computer or phone can use it 

look (sth) up /luk 'Ap/ pv to try to find a piece of 
information by looking in a book or on a computer 

password /'pa:sw3:d/ n a secret word that allows you to 
do something, such as use your computer 

podcast /'podka:st/ n a digital recording that you 
can download from the internet and listen to on your 
computer or MP3 player. You can also sign up to say that 
you want to receive a podcast which is then updated and 
new information is added to it through the Internet when 
you plug your MP3 player into a computer. 

put in /put m/ pv to put something into something else 

share a link (with sb) /fear a III]k/ phr to give someone 
a website address 

switch (sth) off /switf 'of/ pv to make a light, television, 
phone, etc. stop working by using a switch 

switch (sth) on /switf 'on/ pv to make a light, television, 
phone, etc. start working by using a switch 

switch over /switJ 'auva/ pv to change to a different 
television station 

take (sth) out /teik 'aut/ pv to remove something from 
somewhere 

turn (sth) down /t3:n 'daun/ pv to make quieter 

turn (sth) off /t3:n 'of/ pv to make a light, television, 
phone, etc. stop working by using a switch 

turn (sth) on /t3:n 'on/ pv to make a light, television, 
phone, etc. start working by using a switch 

turn over /t3:n 'auva/ pv to change to a different 
television station 

turn (sth) up /t3:n 'Ap/ pv to make louder 

upload I Ap'laud/ v to send a computer program or a 
document electronically from your computer, using the 
Internet 

virus /'vaiaras/ n COMPUTER PROBLEM a program 
that is secretly put onto a computer in order to destroy 
the information that is stored on it 

UNIT 16 
blow (sth) out /blau 'aut/ pv If a flame blows out, or if 
you blow it out, it stops burning because you or the wind 
have blown it. 

break /breik/ v to damage something so that it is in two 
or more pieces 

bunch of flowers /bAntf av 'flauaz/ phr a group of 
flowers which are tied together, often as a present 

candle /'k<£ndl/ n a stick of wax with string going through 
it which produces light as it burns 

cross your fingers /kros j:>: 'fii]gaz/ phr to put your third 
fingers on top of the second ones to show you hope very 
much that something will happen 

gap /g<£p/ n SPACE an empty space between two things 

mirror /'mua/ n a piece of glass with a shiny metallic 
material on one side which produces an image of 
anything that is in front of it 

pavement /'pe1vmant/ n a path by the side of a road that 
people walk on 

pour /p:>:/ v LIQUID to make a liquid flow from or into a 
container 

pull (sth) out /pul'aut/ pv to take hold of something and 
remove it 

salt /solt/ n a white substance used to add flavour to 
food 

spill /spii/ v to pour liquid or another substance 
somewhere without intending to, or to fall or flow out of a 
container in a way that is not intended 

step on sth /step/ v to put your foot on something 

touch wood /tAtf/ phr to put your hand on something 
wooden to bring you good luck for something you hope 
will happen 

UNIT17 
artist /'a:tist/ n someone who paints, draws or makes 
sculptures 

audience /':>:dians/ n GROUP the people who sit and 
watch a performance at a theatre, cinema, etc. 

author /':>:8a/ n the writer of a book, article, play, etc. 

biography /ba1'ografi/ n the life story of a person written 
by someone else 

cheerful /'tfiafal/ adj HAPPY happy and positive 

colourful /'kAiafal/ adj BRIGHT having bright colours 

cultural /'kAitfaral/ adj ARTS relating to music, art, 
theatre, literature, etc. 

director /da1'rekta/ n FILM/PLAY someone who tells the 
actors in a film or play what to do 

drawing /'dr:>:IIJ/ n a picture made with a pencil or pen 

environmental /mvairan'mantal/ adj relating to the 
environment, i.e. the air, land and water where people, 
animals and plants live 

exhibition /eksi'biJan/ n when objects such as paintings 
are shown to the public 



film /'frlm/ v to make a film 

gallery /'gcelari/ n a room or building which is used for 
showing works of art 

helpful /'helpfal/ adj useful, or willing to help 

musical /'mju:zikal/ adj If you are musical, you are good 
at playing music or you enjoy music very much. 

natural /'ncetfaral/ adj FROM BIRTH If you have a natural 
ability, it is something you have been born with 

novel /'noval/ n a book that tells a story about imaginary 
people and events 

original /a'nd3anal/ adj INTERESTING special and 
interesting because of not being the same as others 

painful /'pemfal/ adj PHYSICAL If a part of your body 
feels painful, it hurts. 

painter /'pemta/ n someone who paints pictures 

painting /'pemtii)/ n PICTURE a picture that someone 
has painted 

peaceful /'pi:sfal/ adj CALM quiet and calm 

poet /'paUit/ n someone who writes poems 

poetry /'paUitri/ n poems in general as a form of 
literature 

political /pa'IItikal/ adj relating to politics, i.e. how a 
country or area is governed 

professional /pra'feJanal/ adj EARNING MONEY 
Someone is professional if they earn money for a sport or 
activity which most people do as a hobby. 

script /sknpt/ n WORDS the words written for and 
spoken in a film, play, broadcast or speech 

sculpture /'skAiptfa/ n a piece of art that is made from 
stone, wood, clay, etc., or the process of making objects 
like this 

series /'siari:z/ n BOOKS a set of books published by the 
same company that deal with the same subject 

stressful /'stresfal/ adj making you feel worried and not 
able to relax 

studio /'stju:diau/ n FILM a film company or a place 
where films are made 

studio /'stju:diau/ n ART a room in which an artist works 

successful /sak'sesfal/ adj WORK having achieved a lot 
or made a lot of money through your work 

traditional /tra'diJanal/ adj following or belonging to~ the 
customs or ways of behaving that have continued for a 
long time in a group of people or a society 

writer /'raita/ n a person who writes books or articles to 
be published 

'Vocabulary list 

UNIT 18 
author /'J:8a/ n the wr.iter of a book, article', play, etc. 

babysitter /'beibisita/ n someone who takes care of your 
child while you are out 

builder /'biida/ n a person whose job it is to make 
buildings 

cleaner /'kli:na/ n someone whose job is to clean 
houses, offices, public place$, etc. 

coach /kautf/ n PERSON someone whose job is to 
teach people to improve at a sport, skill, or school subject 

designer /di'zama/ n someone who draws and plans 
how something will be made 

detective /di'tektiv/ n someone, especially a police 
officer, whose job is to discover information about a crime 

OJ /'di:d3e1/ n someone who plays music on the radio or 
at live events 

film director /'frlm dai'rekta/ n a person who is in charge 
of a film and tells the actors how to play their parts 

firefighter /'faiafaita/ n a person whose job is to stop 
fires from burning 

journalist /'d33:na1Ist/ n a person who writes news 
stories or articles for a newspaper or magazine or 
broadcasts them on radio or television 

lawyer /'bia/ n someone whose job is to give advice to 
people about the law and speak for them in court 

mechanic /ma'kcemk/ n someone whose job is repairing 
the engines of vehicles and other machines 

model /'modal/ n PERSON someone whose job is to 
wear fashionable clothes, be in photographs, etc. in order 
to advertise things 

musician /mju:'nJan/ n someone who plays a musical 
instrument, often as a job 

politician /poii'tiJan/ n someone who works in politics, 
especially a member of the government 

receptionist /n'sepJamst/ n someone who works in a 
hotel or office building, answering the telephone and 
dealing with guests 

runner /'r11na/ n someone who runs, especially in 
competitions 

scientist /'saiantist/ n someone who studies science or 
works in science 

vet /vet/ n someone whose job is to give medical care to 
animals that are ill or hurt 



UNIT 19 
article /'a:trkl/ n NEWSPAPER a piece of writing on a 
particular subject in a newspaper or magazine 

advert /'<£dv3:t/ n a picture, short film, song, etc. which 
tries to persuade people to buy a product or service 

comments section /'koments 'sekJan/ n the part of a 
magazine or newspaper where people give their opinions 

front cover /frAnt 'kAva/ n the outside page on the front 
of a magazine or book 

headline /'hedlam/ n IN NEWSPAPER the title of a 
newspaper story that is printed in large letters above it 

interview /'mtavju:/ n FOR ARTICLE!fV, ETC. a meeting 
in which someone is asked questions about themselves 
for a newspaper article, television show, etc. 

line /lam/ n WORDS a row of words on a page 

paragraph /'p<£ragra:f/ n a part of a text that usually 
contains several sentences and begins on a new line 

title /tartl/ n the name of a book, article, film, piece of 
music, etc. 

UNIT 20 
create /kri'ert/ v to make something happen or exist 

hide /hard/ v THING to put something in a place where it 
cannot be seen or found 

imagination /rm<£d3r'nerJan/ n PART OF MIND the part 
of your mind that creates ideas or pictures of things that 
are not real or that you have not seen 

imagine /r'm<£d3rn/ v FORM PICTURE to form an idea 
or picture of something in your mind 

let /let/ v to allow someone to do something 

magic /'m<£d3rk/ n ENTERTAINMENT tricks that are 
done to entertain people, such as making things appear 
and disappear and pretending to cut someone in half 

make /merk/ v to force someone to do something, or 
cause something to happen 

mystery /'mrstari/ n something strange or unknown 
which has not yet been explained or understood 

puzzle /'pAZI/ n GAME a game or activity in which you 
have to put pieces together or answer questions using 
skill 

secret /'si:krat/ adj If something is secret, other people 
are not allowed to know about it. 

solve /solv/ v to find the answer to something 

trick /trrk/ n MAGIC something that is done to entertain 
people and that seems to be magic 

'.:i:! 


